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In the Grotli area an old Precambrian basement gneiss is bordered to
the east by a younger supracrustal complex, assumed to be of about
Eocambrian age. The three main divisions of the supracrustal complex
are meta-psammites, gneisses and amphibolites mainly of volcanic origin,
and micagneisses, representing sediments of graywacke type. The order
of deposition within the complex is unknown. Intrusive rocks are an
orthosite sills and small gabbroid !enses. The whole complex was meta
morphosed and recrystallized in the amphibolite facies. Two diaphthori
tic meta-eclogites of gabbroid composition are registered. A first folding

(F1) broadly contemporaneous with the metamorphism, formed iso
clinal, recumbent folds of all dimensions up to more than 10 km in

width, with axial direction about E-W. A later folding

(F2)

was almost

coaxial with F1, but of a concentric type. A third folding (F3) was of
!arge amplitude and was responsible for the present structural trend of

the area (mainly NNW or NE). Radioisotopic determinations gave

463 m. y. as a minimum age of the amphibolite facies metamorphism.

INTRODUCTION
The area described in the present paper is in the surroundings of Grotli fjellstue
(mountain hostel) and Grotli hotel (62° l'N, 7°38'E) in the upper part of the
valley of the Otta river. North of Grodi is the !arge mountain massif of Krosshö,
the south-east part of which is within the area covered by the map, Fig. l. The
area is easily accessible, as the road leading to Stryn and to Geiranger in the
western fjord districts runs through it. Geologically the area is a part of the
western Gneiss region of south Norway.
To the best of the writer's knowledge the first record of Grotli geology in the
literature was by O. Holtedahl (1941) who observed meta-psammitic rocks
closely similar to the 'Sparagmitic flagstones' of the Oppdal area. The present
writer visited Grotli in 1946 and gave an account of the psammitic, anorthositic,
and other rocks of Grotli with a section and a rough sketch-map {Strand 1949,
pp. 12-13, 35). Gjelsvik {1951, p. 27; 1953, p. 79, p. 87) visited the Grotli area
during his reconnaissance mapping in parts of the Gneiss region. Gjelsvik
..
recognized the NNW structural trend of the Grotli rocks, shown on a map in
his 1953 paper and also on the geological maps of Norway in scale one to one
million in the books on the geology of Norway {0. Holtedahl, 1953, 1960).
The same structure is shown on the small scale map of Muret (Muret 1960).
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Fig. 2. Meta-psammite. The lamination due to thin layers rich in mica is characteristic. North
of GrotJi hotel, area of map, Fig. 3.

Muret's short paper gives no local details, hut his general picture of the tec
tonics has been confirmed for the Grotli area. Th. Vogt (1954) also observed
the psammitic rocks at Grotli.
The present writer spent a total of 12 weeks at Grotli during the four summers
1965 to 1968. Hannes Brueckner of Yale University mapperl in the Tafjord
area where the Grotli rocks continue to the north at about the same time.

PETROGRAPHY, STRATIGRAPHY, AND METAMORPHISM
The Grot/i supracrustals

In the western part of the area (Map, Fig. l) there are outerops of gneisses
assumed to belong to an old Precambrian basement. These gneisses contain
veins of quartzofeldspathic material and also thicker lenses and cross-cutting
dykes of pegmatite, not found in the gneisses immediately to the east of them.
Most probably the gneisses in question are an extension to the south of the
gneisses in Tafjord, which showed an age of 1.0 x 109 years by the Rb/Sr iso
chrone method (Brueckner et al. 1968).
The other rocks within the area covered by the map, Fig. l, belong to a
sequence of metamorphosed and recrystallized supracrustals with intrusive
borlies mainly of anorthositic rock. The sequence is divided into three distinct
units, one of meta-psammites, a seeond of amphibolites and gneisses of assumed
volcanic origin, and a third mainly of micaceous gneisses. It is unknown whether
the sequence as Iisted above is in an ascending or a descending order strati
graphically, as there are no structures to indicate sedimentary facing.
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Fig. 4. Gneisses of the GrotJi complex. Thin streaks (upper picture) and alternating bands (lower
picture) of light and dark material. South-west slope of Krosshö north of GrotJi (39.5, 450).

The meta-psammites are commonly rather massive rocks in benehes a few
decimetres up to one metre thick. They are light-coloured and faintly yellow
with a compositional layering or lamination marked by thin layers rich in mica
(Fig. 2). lt is the lithologic type called 'light sparagmite' by Norwegian geologists
and is widely distributed in the northern parts of the Sparagmite region as weil
as in the Gneiss region. Muscovite (light mica) is a principal constituent, while
biotite occurs sparsely. Potash feldspar (microcline) is dominant among the
feldspars, but oligoclase also occurs. Coarse-grained greenish lime silicate
gneisses, easily recognized in the field, with minerals like epidote, clinopyroxene,
amphibole, and scapolite are interlayered with the meta-psammites. Probably
connected with the meta-psammites are coarse-grained schists rich in muscovite
and very poor in biotite. Plots showing the mineral compositions of the meta
psammitic rocks lie along the quartz-feldspar join in the diagram, Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Diagram showing mineral composition of gneisses from the GrotJi area.

In a number of places, as in the area shown in the map, Fig. 3, and at the river
south of Grotli hotel, the meta-psammites are bordered by massive amphibolites.
There is every reason to consirler this boundary an original one; it is the only
marked stratigraphic level within the area. The amphibolites have no great
thickness and commonly contain interlayerings of light gneiss. Following upon
the amphibolites is a thick sequence of light to dark grey gneisses of medium
grain size (commonly 0.2 to 0.5 mm, seldom exceeding l mm). Colour depends
on the content of mafic minerals (mostly biotite). A compositional banding is
common, which may be eaused by a slight variation in the content of dark
minerals, but may also be more strongly marked by alternating bands of light
and dark rocks, including amphibolites, but the amphibolites form no large
part of the whole complex (Fig. 4). The gneisses quite often contain bands of
quartz-rich psammitic rocks, recognized by a close inspection in the field.
The mineral composition of the gneisses, as determined by point-counting, is
shown by the diagram, Fig. 5. The rocks with plots near to the quartz-feldspar
join of the diagram show trondhjemitic-granodioritic to granitic compositions
and must have been originally rhyolitic lavas or tuffs. But there are all gradations
from the rocks of this type to rocks with less feldspar and more quartz and
biotite, approaching the micagneisses in their composition (see also diagram,
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Fig. 6. Diagram showing mineral composition of mica-gneisses and meta-psammites (plots
along the quartz-feldspar join) from the Grotli district.
Percentages of light mica (muscovite) were added to those of feJdspar to determine the points
of plotting.

Fig. 6). A group of rocks {plots gathering in the lower left part of the diagram,
Fig. 5) show a composition indicating a basic quartz-dioritic composition. They
may perhaps represent a corresponding type of volcanic rock, but it may be
equally probable that they were formed by a mixture of basaltic with rhyolitic
andfor sedimentary material. The amphibolites of the complex were not ex
amined in any detail.
The supracrustal nature of the gneiss sequence being beyond doubt, a volcanic
magmatic origin is evident for parts of the rocks from their mineral composition.
But, as previously mentioned, many of the rocks have a composition indicating
admixture of sedimentary material. lt is reasonable to assume that the volcanic
material was weathered, transported, redeposited and mixed with other material.
Over the greater part of their extension the gneisses border on micagneisses
and in places there seems to be a gradual transition between the two types of
rock. The micagneisses are tough and massive rocks; only a few of them are
sufficiently fissile to deserve the name of micaschists. They can be distinguished
from the Grotli gneisses proper by their higher contents of biotite and by a
more irregular schistosity. Garnet, practically never found in the gneisses of
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the Grotli complex, is common in the micagneisses. The mineral composition
of the micagneisses is shown by the diagram, Fig. 6. It is seen that the plots of
the rocks gather in the middle part of the quartz-feldspar-mafics triangle and
thus have roughly equal amounts of the minerals of the three groups, as may
be characteristic of eugeosynclinal graywacke sediments. Almost all the rocks
contain either museavite or amphibole in addition to biotite; two of the rocks
exaroined contained kyanite.
The micagneisses commonly contain bands and lenses of amphibolite, and
it is impossible in most cases to determine whether they are intrusive or inter
layered. In some places thick layers of amphibolite, measuring at least tens of
meters, apparently of a volcanic nature, and more seldom, bands of light feld
sphathic gneisses, have been observed. It thus seems that there was volcanism
during the deposition of the micagneisses.

Intrusive rocks
Light-coloured meta-anorthosite occurs in a nearly 400 m thick sill in the south
west slope of Krosshö north of Grotli. The sill is folded in a fold closing to the
south7east, and the anorthositic sill bends back to the north-west with much
reduced thickness in the north-east limb of the fold (see map, Fig.

1).

The ex

tension of the anorthositic sill to the north of the Tafjord area was mapped by
Brueckner; it can thus be traced for a distance of more than 20 km. Thin bands
or lenses of dark hornbiendie rock may be found in the anorthosites, and inter
layering of gneiss, apparently condordant, is found. In two exposures diseardant
boundaries between anorthosite and gneiss were observed, as weil as thin
veins of anorthosite in the gneiss. lt is thus clear that the gneiss occurs as
xenoliths in intrusive anorthosite.
A seeond rather l arge mass of anorthosite occurs farther east (see map, Fig.

l).

A large number of small sills with thicknesses commonly between one decimetre
and one metre, are widespread in the area.
The anorthositic rocks underwent metamorphism together with the other
rocks of the area. They contain 90 to 95 per cent or more of plagioclase, the
rest being commonly biotite and also amphibole or light mica in some of the
rocks. The plagioclase is calcic andesine

(An4o-50).

A more exact microscopic

determination of the average composition of the plagioclase is impossible due
to the strong and irregular zoning.
Lense-shaped bodies of amphibolite, with dimensions measured in tens of
metres, occur in the gneisses and micagneisses, but are not very common. They
are probably gabbroid intrusive bodies.
Ultrabask bodies of the type common in the Caledonide eugeosynclinal
facies are found within the area. There are large bodies of unaltered olivine
enstatite rock in the micagneisses in Raudberget above Nyseter (eastern part
of the map, Fig.

l) and

in the top part of Hornsjöhö (north of the area covered
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by the same map). Smaller bodies, altered to serpentine-tale rocks (size 15 to
50 m) occur in the amphibolites bordering on the meta-psammites. Two of them
are in the area of the map, Fig. 3, while a third one is at the river south of Grotli
hotel.

Metamorphism

Common to all Grotli rocks is a thorough deformation and recrystallization
that obliterated all primary microscopic structures. Some mesoscopic structures,
such as lamination in the meta-psammites and some of the banding in the
gneisses, have been preserved. The mineral associations found in the rocks,
especially the calcic plagioclases and the absence of iron-free members of the
epidote-zoisite group, indicate the amphibolite facies. The association quartz,
plagioclase, light mica, biotite, garnet and kyanite, found in two sedimentary
rocks indicate the almandine muscovite kyanite subfacies of the amphibolite
facies.
Plagioclase varies in composition from oligoclase (An20) to calcic andesine
(about An50) with simple twinning patteens characteristic of metamorphic rocks
(albite and pericline laws). Zoning is very common and is inverse in the majority
of cases with margins richer in anorthite than the cores. The zone boundaries
are commonly irregular and not paraHel to crystal faces. An especially irregular
zoning is shown by many of the plagioclases of the meta-anorthosites. The
inverse zoning ought to indicate an increasing temperature and metamorphic
grade during the recrystallization of the rocks. Antiperthitic intergrowths of
potash feldspar in plagioclase are rather common, often as rather large inclu
sions of irregular form. There should be no reason to consider this structure as
a result of e:xsolution of homogeneous feldspars (cf. Bryhni 1966, p. 29).
In earlier papers (especially Strand 1949) the writer described structural
relations between plagioclase and potash feldspar that were thought to indicate
a potash metasornatism undergone by the rocks. Structures of this kind are not
prominent in the Grotli area, and furthermore, the writer at present feels more
uncertain and sceptical than earlier as to the genetic significance of such struc
tures.
Diaphoritic changes, as clouding of plagioclase and chloritization of biotite,
are not wholly absent, hut they affect only small parts of the rocks.

Meta-eclogites

The amphibolites of the area are commonly void of garnet, hut at a number of
localities they contain large amounts of garnet in grains measuring some 2 mm.
lt may be that the garnet-hearing rocks have a chemical composition different
from that of the other amphibolites. Some five of such garnet-hearing amphi-
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bolites were examined microscopically and two of them proved to contain
constituents indicating eclogite facies. One of the rocks was collected east of
the small tarn south of Grotlivatn (coordinates

36.8, 444.5).

The rock in this

locality is a part of amphibolite bordering on the meta-psammites, which here
underlie the amphibolites. An interpretation favored by some students that
eclogitic rocks were brought up from some unknown depth, is thus excluded
in the present case. (The writer cannot assert, however, that all eclogites in the
Gneiss region are of one and the same origin.) The other rock is a gabbroid
lense probably intrusive in gneiss (locality coordinates

3 6.4, 448.6).

Besides the large garnets and common amphibolite minerals the rocks contain
rutile and the extremely fine-grained myrmekite-like symplectites known to be
transformation products of the jadeite-bearing pyroxenes of the eclogites. In
one of the rocks the garnet contains inclusions of rutile.

STRUCTURES
The earliest folds in the Grotli area, F1, are of isoclinal type with thickened
hinges and with axial direction about E-W (Fig.

7).

Some of the folds have an

axial plane schistosity going through the binges. This is frequently the case in
the meta-psammites where mica flakes are paraHel with the axial plane and
make an angle to the bedding. This leads to the formation of a marked L struc-

Fig. 7. F1 fold in meta-psammite with thick micaceous layers. North of GrotJi hotel, area of
map, Fig.

3 (39.6, 449.4).
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ture in the intersection of bedding and schistosity. In other F1 isoclinal folds
the schistosity is folded and there is at most a non-penetrative axial plane
schistosity.
The schistosity is thus older than some of the F1 isoclinal folds. The making
of the schistosity certainly invalved a strong deformation of the rocks, as can
be seen from disrupted small fold structures and from inclusions of amphibolite
'floating' in some of the gneisses (Fig.

8).

F1 isoclinal folds of mesoscopic dimensions (a few decimetres to several
metres) are common in the meta-psammites north of Grotli hotel (area shown
in map Fig. 3) and at the river south of the hotel. The same map shows mega
scopic folds of about one kilometer in length. A stilliarger fold is made by the
thick anorthositic sill in Krosshö. Probably the gneiss in Krosshö forms a core
of a large fold that ends to the south-east in a closure under Grotlivatn, but
the scarcity of exposures in the valley bottom makes it impossible to confirm
this by direct observation. The gneiss care extends

20

km to the north to the

Tafjord area, as shown by Brueckner's map.
As shown on the map, Fig. 3, the F1 isodinals are highly assymmetric in
relation to a plane normal to the axial planes with greatly thickened closures
facing south while the closures facing north were pinched out to thin tails.
Apparent on the map, Fig. l, is also the large bundle of meta-psammites that
seems to have been squeezed inta the space south-east of the closure part of
the large core of gneiss. Much sliding must have taken place in connection with
the folding, resulting in destruction of stratigraphic regularity. lt can thus be
directly observed at the

1197

hill that the boundary between gneiss and meta

psammites is tectonic (map, Fig. 3). The amphibolites adjoining the psammites
in the southern closures of the folds (here with a normal stratigraphic contact)
have been squeezed out to the north. The whole structure may be pictured as
a southerly movement of a stack of fold nappes.
A seeond set of folds, F2, is largely coaxial with F1, but is of a concentric

Fig. 8. Gneiss with inclusions of amphibolite, indicating strong deformation of the rock. North
of GrotJi hotel, area of map, Fig. 3 (40.9, 450).
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Fig. 9. Tectonic diagrams from the GrotJi area, equal area projection, lower hemisphere.

Diagrams A, B, C, and D are 1rS diagrams; triangles in diagrams B and C are poles to F1

axial planes.

A. Area of map Fig. 3, 3 km north of GrotJi hote!. The spread of the poles of F 1 structural
planes roughly along a great circle is due to F2 folding, while F3 folding eaused the general

N-S trend and E dip of the F1 structural planes.

B. Area at the river south of GrotJi hotel (coordinates 39-40, 446-447). Structural setting as

in diagram A.
C. At the Otta river below (east of) Heimdalsvatn (33-35, 446). Slight influence of F2 folding.

The dominant trend of F1 structural planes, NNE strike and ESE dip, is due to F3 folding.
D. South-west of Vuluvatn (36-38, 449-453), measurements by E. Grimstad. Slight influence of
F2 folding, dominant trend of F1 structural planes, strike NNW and dip ENE, is due to
F3 folding.

E. L structures being axes of F1 folds from the GrotJi area.
F. Axes of mesoscopic folds with a distinct shear sense, shear sense shown by the arrows.

type, small F1 folds can be seen along the limbs of the F2 folds. F2 folds with
dimensions of some tens of metres are weil displayed in the river-bed south of
GrotJi hotel (the river-bed is sometimes dry, when the whole outJet from Breid
dalsvatn goes through the drainage tunnel).
The diagrams in Fig. 9 show folding of the F1 schistosity and axial planes
by the F2 phase. In the absence of any later deformation the poles of the F1
S-planes ought to gather around one point in accordance with the isoclinal type
of the F1 folds. The L structures corresponding to F1 fold axes show a large
spread due to later deformation (Fig. 9 E). Whether or not the F2 phase pro
duced folds of megascopic dimensions cannot be decided.
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A number of mesoscopic folds (mostly of dimensions measured in decimetres)
with axes plunging in directions between south and east may be contemporaneous
with the F2 or a later phase. Those of these folds which show a distinct shear
sense (vergence) are shown by the diagram F in Fig. 9. It will be seen that most
of the folds are overfolded to the east while a minor part shows overfotding in
the opposite direction.
In spite of the dominant E-W orientation of the F1 and F2 fold axes, the main

directions of structural trend in the Grotli area areNW, NNW orN E . The F1 and
F2 fold axes have a plunge commonly about 50 g towards E, and the F1 axial
planes dip at corresponding angles in direction NE to ENE and in a part of
the area to SE (structural map, Fig. 10). It is necessary to postulate a third
phase of folding, F3, to account for this structural pattern. The late F3 deforma
tion made folds on a very large scale, affecting the basement as well as the
overlying tectonic units. While the F1 structures indicate a very mobile material,
gliding along like water, the F3 deformation was like rock units being squeezed
together in a vice. The dips and plunges of the F1 and F2 structures recorded in
the preceding show that the F3 folding had a westerly vergence. Some of the
mesoscopic folds shown by diagram F, Fig. 9, indicate movement to the west
and may be correlated with the F3 phase.
Ten orientated specimens of the meta-psammites were collected, from which
quartz c-axis orientation diagrams were prepared (six are shown in Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11. Quartz c-axis orientation diagrams. Equal area projection, lower hemisphere.
S0- layering, S1- axial plane schistosity and L- linear structure.
A. Specimen 123, at the river south·of GrotJi hotel (39.7, 446.7). See text.
B. Specimen 145, north of GrotJi hotel (40.5, 449.4, area of map, Fig. 3). See text.
C. Specimen 146, north of GrotJi hotel (40.2, 448.8). L structure marked by parallel muscovite
flakes.

D. Specimen 121, loc. as 123 (diagram A). L structure strongly marked as axis of folds in the

layering of dimensions about one centimeter.
E. Specimen 75, loc. as 123 (diagram A). L structure marked by paraHel muscovite flakes.
F. Specimen 61, at the river blow (east of) Grotlivatn (36.5, 446.1). L structure as in specimen
75 (diagram E).

Diagrams A and B represent specimens from the hinges of F1 folds with axial
plane schistosity, S1, cutting the layering, S0• The S1 schistosity is very strong
in the specimen of diagram A(20 per cent maximum), while in the specimen of
diagram B(7 per cent maximum) the S1 schistosity is marked by mica flakes in
layers rich in mica, making an angle of 20° with the layering. In both cases the
maximum is in the axial plane of the folds normal to the F1 fold axis marked
by the L structure.
Thanks to recent experimental work it is known that deformation of quartz
is by slip on lattice planes in regions of high shearing stress in the rock(Carter
et al. 1964, Christie et al. 1964, Heard & Carter 1968). Still, the rules governing
the quartz lattice orientation in tectonites in relation to directions of principal
strain and stress are unknown. However, Sylvester & Christie(1968) described
quartz orientation patterns in rocks in which the orientation of strain and stress
could be determined. The more strongly deformed rocks of Sylvester & Christie
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show strong maxirna of c-axis orientation in a direction normal to a marked L
structure, the L structure corresponding to the longer axis of the strain ellipsoid
and the quartz maxirna to the interrnediate strain axis. A quartzite with a cor
responding orientation of a strong quartz maximum in relation to L structure
and strain axes was described by Kvale (1945). The diagrams A and B pre
sented here have a strong maximum normal to the L structure, but the L structure
is probably not coincident with the longer axis of the strain ellipsoid. The thick
ened hinges of the F1 folds show a direction of marked elongation normal to L,
the F1 fold axis, and coinciding with the quartz c-axis maxima. Thus the diagrams
here presented apparently do not show the same orientation of the maxirna in
relation to strain axis as those of Sylvester & Christie and of Kvale. A better
knowledge of the rnechanisrn of quartz orientation rnay help to understand the
reason for the difference.
Diagram C shows an orientation with one maximum, thus of a pattern
similar to that shown by diagrams A and B. Diagram D has a weak maximum,
the center of which is about 60° distant from L. Diagrams E and F show girdie
patterns, the former with a maximum near L. Two other rocks showed orienta
tion patteros similar to those of diagrams D and E, and two rnore showed no
distinct orientation pattern.
In all the rocks exarnined for petrofabric analysis the quartz grains have
strain-shadows. The boundaries between differently orientated parts of the
grains are not exclusively along the c-axis, but also along directions roughly
normal to the c-axis. In rock 123 with the strongest quartz c-axis orientation
(diagram A) the quartz grains are strongly elongated in the plane of schistosity,
the grains being 'superindividuals' with differences in extinction angle 10-15°
within the grains. On the other hand two rocks that showed no preferred orienta
tion of quartz c-axes have sub-equant quartz grains. The rocks with the less
strong orientation of quartz c-axes show features of their quartz grains some
where between the two extreme cases described above. The degree of orientation
of quartz c-axes thus seerns to be dependent upon the arnount of strain of the
quartz grains.
Deformation Iarnellae(as described by Christie et al. 1964) are at least very
rare or not distinctly developed in the rocks.
Posterystanine deformation is apparent in the form of bending and disruption
of Iarge porphyroblasts of rnuscovite. Very fine-grained quartz, apparently of
late recrystallization, can be seen in interspaces between disrupted rnuscovites.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Grotli area is a part of the Gneiss region occupying the north-western parts
of south Norway. The present state of knowledge of the Gneiss region, reviewed
by Strand (1969), indicates that there is goodreason to distinguish between a
'Basal gneiss', being a 'Caledonized' old Precarnbrian basernent, and an over
lying supracrustal sequence of late Precarnbrian to Ordovician age. A charac-
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teristic of the rocks of the younger sequence is that they contain ultrabasites,
anorthosites and eclogites. The old basement gneisses (the Jostedal complex)
cover wide areas west of Grotli, as was recently shown on Bryhni's map(1966).
In Hestbrepiggene, 40 km SSE of Grotli, Banbarn (1968) showed that the
basement gneisses are unconformable to the overlying younger sediments.
The Grotli meta-psammites are of a lithologic type closely similar to the'light
sparagmites' in the northern parts of the Sparagmite region. Rocks of the same
distinct lithofacies occur in many parts of the Gneiss region and are known as
'Sparagmitic flagstones' in the Oppdal area. In the Sparagmite region there is
good evidence that the 'light sparagmite' is equivalent to the Vemdal(or Vangs
åsen) sandstone formation. The Vemdal formation is the uppermost part of the
Sparagmite group, of Eocambrian age, immediately below the oldest deposits
with Lower Cambrian fossils. If a earrelation based on similar lithology be
accepted, an Eocambrian age must be assigned to the Grotli meta-psammites.
At present it cannot be decided whether the gneisses and micagneisses of
Grotli are older or younger than the meta-psammites. The Grotli gneisses and
micagneisses have some general resemblance to the Vardhö formation in the
north part of Gudbrandsdalen, which is below the 'light sparagmite' in the
stratigraphic sequence (Strand 1951). On the other hand the micagneisses of
Grotli may be similar to the 'Trondheim schists' in the Oppdal area of assumed
Cambro-Ordovician age.
The old tectonics of the Grotli area is one of large recumbent folds which
were later refolded (F1 and F2 phases). Nappes of !arge recumbent folds were
reported from the Oppdal area by O. Holtedahl (1938) and by H. Holtedahl
(1950).. Muret(1960) recorded the same type of structure as typical of the Gneiss
region. Structures of large recumbent folds with gneiss in their cores were
described from western parts of the Salta district in north Norway by British
workers (see Strand 1969, p. 97f). This type of structure is characteristic of the
central parts of the orogen, in contrast with the thrust-sheet tectonics typical
of the marginal parts of the Caledonides.
The folding and deformation of the F3 phase were of !arge amplitude that
determined the present structural trend and the pattern of tectonic culminatians
and depressions. The folding is distinguished by its westerly vergence, opposite
to the direction of earlier Caledonian movement. A westerly vergence is also in
herent in synforms and thrust structures in the area NW of the Sognefjord, in
which Cambro-Ordovician sediments were squeezed in between wedges of Pre
cambrian gneiss, as mapped and described by Landmark (1949) and Skjerlie
(1958). Near Sotaseter, about 20 km south of Grotli, Elliot and Shouls mapped
a synformal structure trending NE with a SE dip of the axial plane, in which
rocks corresponding to the Grotli sequence were found endosed within gneisses
of the old basement (see Strand 1969, p. 82).
Large amplitude folding is known to have taken place in Norway during or
after Middle Devonian time. Devonian sandstones in Trondheimsieden (the
coast district south-west of the mouth of Trondheimsfjord) and their underlying
basement are in a vertical position. Th. Vogt(1928) drew attention to this folding
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phase (his Svalbardian phase). According to Holmsen

(1963)
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sediments of the Röragen area (east part of south Norway) show tectonic features
which cannot be accounted for by faulting alone, as was earlier assumed. It is
thus not improbable that a Devonian phase of folding was of importance in the
late Caledonian deformation of south Norway and that the late structures of the
Grotli area may be of this age.
Radioisotopic determinations were made on minerals from the Grotli gneiss
complex by F. M. Consultants Ltd., as Iisted in Table I. The intention was to
get a Rh/Sr isochrone determination of the rocks, hut the samples collected for
that purpose proved too low in Rh (all with a proportion Rb/Sr less than unity).
3
Instead, a 40Ar- 9Ar age spectrum analysis was made on biotite and amphibole
from one of the rocks.

Table I. Radioisotopic determinations on rocks from the GrotJi area according to geochrono
logical reports from F. M. Consultants, Ltd.

Conventional total degassing K/Ar analyses.
Rock No. 45, quartz-dioritic gneiss. Composition by point-counting: Quartz
gioclase

6%,

pla

(An30) 57%, epidote 11%, biotite 20% , amphibole 6 % . Locality: road-side about

l km south of GrotJi hotel (39. 6, 446. 5.
)

Separated biotite, mean of three determinations

..

..

382± 6 m. y.

Rock No. 46, micagneiss.Composition by point-counting: Quartz 32%, plagioclase (An35)
37 %, biotite 23%, gamet

l%,

amphibole and pyroxene 7%.Locality: road-side at the tam

200m south-west of GrotJi hotel (39.5, 447. 2).
381±8 m.y.

Separated biotite, mean of three determinations

Rock No. 136 (see below )
411±8m. y.

Separated biotite, two determinations

414± 8m.y.

Complete

40Ar- 39Ar

age determination ana(vses.

Rock No. 136, quartz-dioritic gneiss. Composition by point-couqting: Quartz 9 %, pla
gioclase

(An30) 4 3%, potash feJdspar 7 %, biotite 10%, amphibole 31%.Locality: south-west

slope of Krosshö about

3%

km north of GrotJi hotel (39.6,

450. 1).

Separated biotite.
Age spectrum 'plateau age'

417±2 m.y.

Total degassing age

412±3 m.y.

Separated amphibole.
463±6 m.y.

Age spectrum 'plateau age'
Total degassing age

419 ±6 m.y.

Age spectrum age, average of three steps

416 ±6 m.y.

Age spectrum age, one of the steps ..

401±8m.y.

The more important result of the determinations is the

463

m. y. age shown

by the amphibole, showing that the amphibolite facies metamorphism of the
rocks occurred before that time. The metamorphism and the broadly con
temporaneous F1 folding cannot thus be younger than Middle Ordovician.
Somewhat older ages
mark (Sturt et al.
2

(480-490 m. y.) were obtained on rocks from Söröy, Finn
1967). This is proof that metamorphism and deformation in
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the Norwegian Caledonides commenced long before the end of the main orogeny
at the end of the Silurian. The ages around 417 m. y. may correspond to a meta
morphism or overprinting in late Silurian time. The 380 m. y. age given by two
biotites from Grotli by the conventional K/Ar method might be connected with
the F3 fotding and give indication of a Devonian age of this phase. A biotite
from the Tafjord area gave practically the same age by the same method
(Brueckner et al. 1968).
The boundary between an old basement gneiss and a younger supracrustal
sequence is now being determined in Tafjord(Brueckner) and at Grotli. The next
step must be to map the two main complexes in the areas between Skjåk in the
Otta valley and Lesja in the main valley of Gudbrandsdalen. The writer has
done some work in the area east and north of the Otta valley 15 km E of Grotli.
The rocks there are exclusively gneisses, indistinguishable from the gneisses of
the Grotli complex. The same types of rocks were also found at Aursjöen in
Skjåk, about 30 km ESE of Grotli. At Grotli, the old basement gneisses contain
veins of granite and pegmatite, not present in the younger gneisses to the east
of them, as previously reported. Going east from Grotli, granitic and pegmatitic
veins appear in gneisses, continuous with and indistinguishable from the Grotli
gneisses. Thus the presence of granitic and pegmatitic veins cannot be taken as
an exclusive criterion of the old basement rocks.
The gneisses of the Grotli sequence have their counterparts in Lesja, 30 km
NE of Grotli, where they are associated with the same type of psammites and
contain anorthosites. What are possibly the same gneisses are also present
between Aursjöen and Gruvedalen further to the NE, where the writer had
occasion to observe them on a walk through that area in 1966 together with
his colleagues John Rodgers and Ivan Th. Rosenqvist.
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